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Power of networks

- Assembling skills and knowledge from different disciplines (multi and trans)
- Knowledge triangulation (SS-NS-SN)
- Building a critical mass of competence for action
- All this leading to rapid development, adaptation and transfer of knowledge
Cap-Net Programme: Building blocks

Delivery

Capacity to Deliver

Effective networks
Engaging with local networks/partners
Cap-Net Programme: Products and services

- 20 training products
- 4 languages (including 10 other)
- Outreach ~2,500 participants (F-to-F) and ~10,000 (website) per year
- Database of trainers/coaches and mentors
- ~1,200 water videos (Water-channel TV)
Coming soon

- Innovation
  - Cap-Tec
  - Virtual campus
Thank you

www.cap-net.org